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      Each landscape, city or building has its own spirit, its own Genius Loci. 
Spirit of place refers to the unique and disncve  aspects of a place; oen 
those celebrated by arsts and writers, but also those described in folk tales, 
fesvals and celebraons. It is therefore as much in the invisible weave of 
culture  as it is the tangible physical aspects of a place  or its interpersonal 
aspects.
This maThis master thesis suggests the intenon to follow this gestalt theory. 
Architecture means to visualize the genius loci, and the task of the architect is 
to create meaningful places. Our obligaon is to explore the character of the 
surrounding and its linkage to the buildings which we are creang.                                                                                         

Abstract



      A place of inquiry and discovery, experimentaon and exploraon, a place 
that has taken the world of tomorrow as its stage - represents designed 
Science Center in Holešovice.
      The urban       The urban concept is based on the principle of dialogue between 
architecture and environment with due consideraon to important factors, 
such as preserving the view across the River Vltava and protecng the 
surrounding historical buildings in order to create an aracve ambience. 
Reflecon of the river and surronding nature as well as the industrial 
buildings, were the reasons for bringing on this glass envelope around the 
object which will in the same me provide transparency of the inner structure 
of the object.of the object.
      The architecture of the object follows genious loci of the place - the 
industrial spirit which is present as many buildings have been preserved and 
region has been regenerated with a change of funcons from cultural, 
residenal up to mixed use. Furthermore, as the first aircra manufactures 
were found in this region, the move of inner structure of airplanes was 
interpolated on the facades and airplanes in the interior are inving 
passangers to visit center.
       Science ce       Science center is designed to represent a place for interacve study and 
lifelong learning for all generaons. Visitors can encounter the ground floor 
on their own as i its planned to be a free place for non permenant exhibions. 
If interested into more exploraon, they can seek guidance from the experts 
to guide them throughout the exibits or enjoy performances in the 
mulfunconal auditorium.

Ambions





       FROM AN AREA OF MEADOWS TO INDUSTRIALIZED NEIGHBORHOOD

      In Czech, the name ‘’ Holešovice’’ suggests a barren, poor area. This is what 
the Holešovice meander by the Vltava River looked like unl the 1st half of the 
19th century. There were two predominantly fishermen’s villages: Bubny on the 
south by the strategic ford across the Vltava (the first verifiable menon dates 
from 1105) and Holešovice on the north (recorded in 1228). 
      Bub      Bubny was formerly a royal manor built by King John the Blind. The future 
prominent owners of the village were Albrecht of Waldstein who bought the 
village in 1623 and Maximilian Valenn of Marnice who revived the village aer 
the Thirty Years' War. He rebuilt the local brewery and a Baroque summer palace 
– a groo in the adjacent garden. 
      The villa      The village of Holešovice north of the meander contained many homesteads 
along the route parallel to the Vltava. Holešovice Island on the north was also 
part of Holešovice. In the 16th century, Holešovičky or the Lile Holešovice area 
was joined to the Liben domain. The pastures and fields between Holešovice 
and Bubny were intersected by several routes, including the foundaons of the 
current streets called Dukelnych hrdinu and Bubenska. A road flanked with alleys 
led to Bubny from the west, across Letna. Today, it is Milady Horakove Street. 
      The       The strategic area of Letna has always aracted enemies, therefore, a beer 
forcitaon and a firing range were established. There was also a firing range in 
the eastern part of the Holešovice meander. The two villages remained rural, 
unl the mid-19th century. In the 1837, there were 96 houses and 830 
inhabitants in Holešovice, and 36 houses and 291 inhabitants in Bubny. 

      In 1882, there were 32 factories in 
Holešovice-Bubny. Based on the act from 
November 18. 1884 Holešovice-Bubny became 
part of Prague as its 7th quarter on November 25, 
1884. At that me, there were 23 streets and 5 
roads, 461 houses and more than 11,000 
residents. The new quarter was called '' Prague 
Bosnia'' in jeBosnia'' in jest because of its eccentric locaon 
and its ''wild'' condions, referring to the Balkan 
area recently occupied by Austria-Hungary. In 
1884, a definive master plan was adopted, 
se ng up a right-angled street system and two 
squares. In 1888, the streets in Holešovice-Bunby 
received official names. The 1880s and 1890s 
bebegan massive industrial development and the 
modernisaon of Holešovice-Bubny. Many 
important enterprises emerged: a new gas works 
(1888), the slaughterhouse (1895), the First 
Burghers' Brewery of Prague (1897) and a power 
staon (1900). 

      The establishment of the Dormitzer Texle Factory in 1823 near the Vltava to 
the west of Holešovice was the first indicaon of the new industrial era. Aer 
1846, a monumental viaduct of the Prague-Dresden Railway traversed the area 
of Bubny and Holešovice, but trains did not stop there right away. In 1850, the 
two villages were joined in one cadastre called Holešovice-Bubny. The opening 
of the Emperor Franz Joseph I chain bridge at the boom of Letna Hill in 1868 
was crucial for the development of Holešovice-Bubny as welll as the Buštehrad 
RailRailway track which crossed Stromovka Park and connected with the exisng 
railway to Dresden in the same year. Another significant development was the 
construcon of a large freight staon between 1869 and 1873. The 
fundamental condions for the development of industry were met: the 
transport service (enabling the transport of coal), proximity of water supply and 
vacant building areas. 



      In 1895, a modern sewerage system was completed and in 1900 the public 
spa was built. The transport also improved: in 1894 the port opened and in 
1896, the road bellow Letna was completed and connected the quarter with the 
Lesser Town. The horse-drawn tram, which from 1884 led to Holešovice –Bubny, 
was electrified in 1898. The establishment of Vystavište in the Kralovska obora 
in 1891 had enormous importance for the future of the quarter. Social and 
cultural life flourished. In the 1880s, many sociees emerged in Holešovice and 
in the beginning of 1902 thein the beginning of 1902 there was a permanent theatre - the wooden Uranie 
Theatre which moved from the Vystavište.
      The quarter modernisaon connued in the early 20th centruy. The 
construcon of the Embankment of Captain Jaroš and Bubny Embankment 
began in 1906. New bridges, Čech Bridge (1905-13) and Hlavka Bridge (1908-11) 
connected Holešovice –Bubny with inner Prague, the surroundings of Štvanice 
Island were regulated, and locks (1908-13) and the power staon (1912-14) 
were built. The modernizaon of Holešovice Port (1906-10) enabled Prague to 
conncet with the world. At the same me, schools, the Sokol Gym (1905-06) 
and other and other facilies were built. Sports club seled at Letna where Sokol 
Gymnasc Fesvals took place on a regular basis. In 1914, the impressive 
Church of St Anthony was erected in Holešovice –Bubny. At the beginning of the 
First World War, the number of houses increased to 1,046 and there were 
nearly 44,000 residents. 
      The twenty years of the First Czechoslovak Republic between the two world 
wars was another happy period in the area. The transfer of the Vltava riverbank 
which required the construcon of two new bridges – Liben and Troja, was the 
greatest change of 1923-28 because the unregulated flooding area of Maniny 
ended. 

The last vacant plots in the 
Holešovice meander were 
developed and 19th century 
industrial enterprises to the west of 
Bubenska Street no longer 
funconed. Veletržni Palace  and 
Electrical Enterprises  replaced the 
former former factories. The old Bubny 
village nearly disappeared during 
the construcon of the Workers’ 
Accident Insurance Company  and 
Electrical Enterprises, besides the 
Church of St Clement, the only 
reminder of the old village was the 
hihistoric brewery. 
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Despite this fact, some posive developments took place in 
Holešovice-Bubny in the 1950s and 1960s. For instance, the 
Brussels Pavilion at the Exhibion Grounds, Expo 58 Restaurant at 
Letna and interesng tenement houses on Orten Square. On the 
other hand, the demolion of the historical Bubny Brewery in 
1959 was a considerable loss. The short existence of Stalin’s 
monument at Letna (1955-62) was a gloomy episode. Aer 1989. 
HolešHolešovice was swily de-industrialized (the slaughterhouse 
closed down in the 1980s). The industrial enterprises disappeared 
either because they were old and ecologically unsasfactory or 
because the new owners decided it was worthwhile to cease 
producon and use the buildings for other purposes or replace 
them with office buildings. Aer the 2002 flood, the hustle and 
bustle of the Holešovice Port quieted down, marking a definive 
end of the Holešend of the Holešovice industrial era. 

Nevertheless, the industrial period survived in the Easter part of 
Holešovice. At least some industrial buildings are sll used as offices or 
for cultural purposes aer reconstrucon. The west and more imposing 
part of the quarter near Letna with many highly valued buildings 
reflects the history of modern architecture. Both of these en es 
deserve our aenon, protecon and the soluon to various problems.

Tenement houses emerged on the site of the other industrial 
enterprises at Letna. The most precious funconalist buildings 
from the 1930s survived on Milady Horakove Street. Beginning 
in 1920, the Prague Sample Fairs livened up Vystavište 
(Exhibion Grounds) and the enre quarter twice a year. 
Moreover, tens of other exhibions aracng hundreds of 
thousands of visiors took place at the Exhibion Grounds, 
InduIndustrial Palace and the adjacent New Exhibion Grounds. The 
importance of Holešovice Port grew, especially the trade with 
Hamburg. Letna pulsated with sports life and an ice arena was 
built on Štvanice Island (1931). The area of old Holešovice 
remained isolated from the modern world, preserving a 
provincial and almost village character. The Second World War 
disrupted the harmony where Czechs, Germans and Jews lived 
ttogether in peace and cooperaon. Over me, the Jewish 
inhabitants were transported to exterminaon camps from the 
Bubny Staon and in 1945, local Germans had to leave. During 
the Prague Uprising, there were severe flight with the Nazis in 
the area, mainly on the Troja Bridge. Aer 1945, the 
development of Holešovice-Bubny was inconsistent. The last 
Prague Sample Fairs took place in 1951. The demolion of part 
of old Holešof old Holešoviceand the construcon of a concrete factory on 
the Vltava river bank in the late 1950s foreshadowed its future 
development. The picturesque quarter was liquidated in the 
late 1970s when Prague- Holešovice Staon and other transport 
buildings were built. There was (and sll is) no systemac 



inner steel structure of the airplanes as a inspiraon

HISTORY OF STARÁ AEROVKA PREMISES

      The history of Stara Aerovka premises is closely connected with the history 
of Czech and Czechoslovak aviaon. The first years aer the founding of 
independent Czechoslovakia in 1918 were also characterized by boom of the 
aerospace industry. The top place in this area belonged to Prague. In the early 
1920s, new aircra manufacturers were rolling out newer and newer world 
class prototypes. This period is inseparably connected with the development of 
Prague airports, where huge complexes of modern hangars were being built.
      AE      AERO factory was founded by Vladimír Kabeš on January 10, 1919 (aer 
1921 - AERO, aircra factory Dr.Kabeš). This second oldest Czech aircra factory 
was inially located at the back part of a water cleaning staon in 
Prague-Bubeneč, and they focused on repairs of WWI planes. Soon the 
company moved from their cramped premises in Prague-Bubeneč to wooden 
buildings in Prague-Holešovice. Inially, these buildings were rented and later 
on, the company bought the premises from German aircra repair company 
Al-Ma. A Al-Ma. A very important point in the future development of company AERO was 
an order for producon of a series of licenced training biplanes Brandenburg. 
The company produced 35 planes under the name A-1. This order allowed the 
company to start developing and designing their own prototypes. The first own 
airplane was a fighter biplane, type A-2. In the middle of the boom, there was a 
fire in the factory on November 5, 1921, which destroyed their joinery 
workshop, car repairs workshop, and their prototype assembly workshop. 
SuSubsequently, some workshops had to be relocated to different parts of Prague 
due to lack of space.





From an industrilized area to an art disctrict

      Since the end of the Second World War, and for several decades, Holešovice was listed 
among the most degraded places in Prague, especially its industrial river area. A radical change, 
which is gradually giving a new face to the neighborhood, took place aer the flooding of the 
Vltava river in 2002, when part of the area was submerged in water. With the funds allocated 
for reconstrucon, new buildings were built which now house offices and luxury apartments 
lining the banks of the river. The desire to modernize the district is becoming more and more 
apparent, as demonstrated by the presence of numerous trendy nightclubs and pubs that 
aaract young people from other parts of the city.
      Prague 7, together with the Prague Instute of Planning and Development, signed a 
memorandum of cooperaon with the aim of establishing a cultural and creave district. The 
Art District 7 project will improve cooperaon between the town hall and cultural instuons, 
aract new visitors, and support local focal points of creavity.

Art District (Kulturní čtvrť) – cultural and arsc en es, firms, schools and other stakeholders 
all concentrated together in a single complex. The instuons and projects involved all share a 
common brand, pooling their experience and making the most of the synergy this cooperaon 

      Previous analyses are showing that Holešovice is with a good reason taking the aribute of a 
‘’New Berlin’’. With all menoned important cultural instuons and projects in the area, it 
clearly stands out as the hotbed of contemporary live culture in Prague, with a wealth of 
galleries, theatres, creave studies, music clubs and acve residents. Most major cies around 
the world have a part that is known for its culture and creavity – from Williamsburg in New 
York to Kreuzberg in Berlin. Besides Berlin, the potenal offered by Prague is also similar to that 
of the MuseumsQuarer in Vienna, for example, an extensive arts and museums complex 
housed in the housed in the former imperial stables. 
      Holešovice is not a parcularly child-friendly environment due to a complete absence of 
houses with gardens, as well as very busy main thoroughfares, traffic noise, and dusty streets.  
There are big park areas as Stromovko and Letna, but there is not a big center for children 
which would in the same me enrich cultural background of the region. 
       Prague 7 has the potenal to aract foreign tourists, take some of the burden off the 
overcrowded centre and focus should be on designing cultural centers which are currently not 
present. All previous menoned facts are leading to the idea of designing a Science Center 
which Prague as a city does not have.

proposed locaon

tram route
bike route
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CASE STUDIES

IQ Landia - Liberec Techmania - Plzeň

IQ Landia a modern science center entertaining both kids and adults. In 
the same me it is the first center this kind built in Czech Republic. It has a 
planetarium and hundreds of original interacve exhibits. It represents a 
world of science and technology that grabs you and doesn’t let go. Here 
you will meet the first humanoid robot in the Czech Republic, go through 
genuine astronaut training, experience a firestorm and a dance of 
lightning, and find out how the human body and world around us work - in 
short, short, you’ll find the answers to all your quesons here.
The iQLANDIA Planetarium offers a very popular combinaon of film and 
live commentary on current events in the night sky. The projecon 
soware containing an extensive range of thousands of astronomical 
objects will take you anywhere you can think of. Films on both cosmic and 
terrestrial themes in the latest 4K resoluon are offered, so make yourself 
comfy in one of our reclining armchairs and dri through me and space. 
What makes it unique is a newly opened IQ PARK. Intelligent fun for large 
and small, playful and profound, with plenty to offer everyone, children 
and parents alike. Hundreds of interacve exhibits on four floors have 
simple and intuive controls, allowing even the niest researchers to learn 
the basics of physics and chemistry through playing. Recommended for 
children from two years old and their parents.

Techmania Science Center was founded in 2005 by Škoda Investment. The 
long term intenon of the founders and the Public administraon donors 
has been to provide a plaorm for informal educaon. The goal of 
Techmania is to help the public, especially young people, to get more 
familiar with science, technology and with the development of human 
knowledge in general. In this building  the first 3D planetarium in the 
Czech Republic was created in 2013.

There are three main features in the 3D Planetarium. First, the 2D and 3D 
full dome projecons offer great variety of educaonal movies. The 
Science On a Sphere technology which is the second feature of the 
planetarium, enables original ways of presentaon of (not only) scienfic 
issues. The Space exhibion, containing 27 interacve exhibits made by 
the team of Techmania, guides the visitors all around the space and its 
exploraon. In all the features interacvity, fun and great educaonal 
value value was our aim and target. The whole area which belongs to the 
Techmania Science Center consists of approximately 30 000m2. There is 
the main hall, the Science Center, the 3D Planetarium the parking house 
and other objects and communicaons. Its development has been 
gradual: the task of expanding the exhibion space from 3000 m2 in late 
2008 to 10 000m2 in June 2014 has been a great challenge for all of 
people from Techmania team. The future is clear: Techmania wants to 
bebecome an integral part of informal educaon for schools and public in 
the Czech Republic. Their goal is to maintain the variety of interacve 
exhibions, produce quality of scienfic shows, workshops, lectures etc.



At the first glance...

      First impression of the locaon brought idea that there are many opportunies on the site 
which should be ulized. The exisng Jatečni park could be transformed into discovery 
amusement park which would keep children around the area of Science Center. River Vltava 
with its nature as well as the surrounding industrial and residenal buildings, are making an 
impact which can determine the choice of the materials and height of the object.
The appearance of the Science Center should follow genius loci of the place but in the same 
me it should bring new modern design which will invite passengers to stop and visit it.     

selected 
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